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I. Introduction

The outbreak of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has affected citizens of the world in countless ways. Countries have taken various measures in attempt to curb the spread of the virus while also balancing the needs of the economy.\(^1\) Throughout the world and in the United States (U.S.) particularly, many of these measures have indirect consequences that are detrimental to the environment.\(^2\) President-elect Joe Biden is taking office at a unique and opportune time, as he will be in a position to lead the fight against COVID-19 while addressing and possibly reversing many of the pandemic-related choices made by the Trump administration that could have adverse effects on the environment.\(^3\) The country’s response to COVID-19 and the environment are two platforms that the Biden campaign focused heavily on, so the president-elect can be expected to address the virus-related policies that affect the environment early on.\(^4\)

This paper will discuss how the incoming presidential administration could address the changes in environmental regulations that have occurred in response to COVID-19. First, this paper will identify as a class active changes to environmental regulations that have been made due to COVID-19 under the order of an “economic emergency” and their effects on the environment. Next, it will explain the nature of the regulations and how they are enacted. Finally, this paper explores the possibilities of how the incoming presidential administration may address these policies and regulations at the start of president-elect Joe Biden’s term.
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II. The Policies

On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared that the US was in a state of national emergency due to the COVID-19 outbreak. The state of emergency was said to have been declared to help tackle the virus and reinforce the economy. After declaring a national emergency, a sitting president unlocks access to 123 emergency powers. Citing an economic emergency, President Trump used these emergency powers to sign an executive order on June 4, 2020, suspending environmental reviews and public comment periods for highways, pipelines, oil and gas projects, and other big infrastructure efforts, among other things. The order also allows for fast-tracking infrastructure projects.

Among other concerns, the executive order disregards many of the requirements imposed by the Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), regardless of the environmental impact this would create. When they are followed, these acts require public input on projects that could have a significant impact on the environment, as well as a detailed examination as to how the environment may be affected if the project were to be approved. The cited reason for not requiring these standards is to help boost the economy during the pandemic by avoiding delays in job-creating projects; however, some believe it was
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done so that the projects are not slowed by environmental laws and oversight. This viewpoint likely stems from the fact that President Trump had already attempted to limit the scope of these laws before the pandemic.

Disregarding ESA and NEPA causes multiple issues, with one of the most obvious being that fast-tracking infrastructure projects essentially makes it easier for big polluters to slide past environmental review processes. Instead of conducting an environmental analysis, allowing for public scrutiny, and having to consider all possible project options, they may proceed with projects as long as they provide a summary report of the expedited work within thirty days.

An executive order made by the President on May 19, 2020, furthered the power of agencies regarding these rollbacks. This order directs federal agency chiefs to review the regulations they have changed or paused during the pandemic crisis, such as those suspending environmental reviews, and determine which could promote economic recovery if made permanent. In other words, big polluters now have a way to permanently continue avoiding environmental analysis periods and public input before starting projects, so long as they can make it appear that the avoidance is economically beneficial.

Big polluters, particularly oil and gas companies, are also benefitting from pandemic-induced federal decisions by taking advantage of several government programs, including the bond buyback program. As of September, 2020, close to sixty percent of the energy debt
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issuance from the federal government had gone to just nineteen oil and gas companies, and fifty-six oil and gas companies had issued $99.3 billion in debt since the start of the program. This means that a significant portion of the program’s money that was intended to bolster the economy during the pandemic has gone to help big oil companies.

Through the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, which temporarily raises the interest deduction cap and allows net operating losses to be deducted against income taxes, over thirty-five oil companies have claimed more than $1.9 billion in tax benefits. Occidental Petroleum Corporation alone expects a bailout of approximately $195 million. Additionally, after lobbying and pushback from the industry, a modification in the Main Street Lending Program now gives small and mid-sized oil companies access to the $600 billion loan program through the Federal Reserve. Finally, the royalty payments required of some energy companies to pay for the production of oil and gas on public lands have been cut significantly, saving some major producers in the industry millions of dollars, in addition to the other tax benefits and loans they are receiving through pandemic programs.

The combination of these various programs has benefitted big polluters in the industry significantly by discarding regulation requirements, forgiving their incredible debts, and creating more jobs in fossil fuels. The structure of the programs and ease at which large oil companies
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have benefitted from them have allowed fossil fuel companies to carry on despite any previous vulnerabilities they may have experienced pre-pandemic, all while simultaneously taking available relief away from the clean energy sector.\textsuperscript{29}

\textbf{II. Nature of the Policies}

The first two COVID-induced policies discussed — suspending environmental reviews and directing agencies to determine what rollbacks to make permanent — were made by executive order. An executive order comes directly from the president and essentially has the power of any other federal law.\textsuperscript{30} The president is given the authority to issue these written orders, so long as they are lawful, by Article II of the Constitution as well as by acts of Congress.\textsuperscript{31}

Although permission by Congress is not required for a sitting president to make an executive order, Congress does have some power to limit this authority.\textsuperscript{32} First, by using its lawmakers' powers, Congress may pass contradictory legislation that can make it difficult or sometimes impossible for the order to actually be executed.\textsuperscript{33} However, if Congress attempts to block an executive order by passing a bill to do so, the president has the power to veto that bill.\textsuperscript{34} Congress would then have to block this veto in order to overturn the order.\textsuperscript{35} Second, Congress may overrule an executive order if the president did not have the constitutional authority to make
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it in the first place. Finally, a sitting president also has power to limit or nullify executive orders by issuing an executive order for the sole purpose of overturning an existing one.

The remaining COVID-19 policies that were discussed did not come from executive orders, but rather from federal programs. These federal programs, which are created under specific acts, are passed by Congress and then signed into law by the president.

First, it is possible for these acts to be amended while still remaining good law. This is done by Congress proposing and enacting bills that would either supersede or alter part or all of the earlier act that is currently considered to be law. This can be done by adding new provisions, removing parts of the previous act, or a combination of both.

It is also possible for acts that are at least partially temporary, such as the CARES Act, to simply expire. If this is the case, the parts of the act that have expired, whether due to usage of funds, dates of expiration set in the act, or any other reason, can be renewed or changed via a new act. Relief from acts may also simply expire or run out without being renewed or replaced.

III. How a Biden Administration May Address the Policies

There are many immediate steps that the Biden administration may take upon entering office in January of 2021 to address the COVID-19 policies that are adversely affecting the
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environment. The most straightforward step that the administration could take would be to overrule the executive orders suspending environmental reviews for new projects and allowing agencies to make their new and potentially damaging tactics permanent. There are several routes that the administration could take to prevent the environmental hazards of the executive orders from persisting.\(^\text{45}\) Once Biden becomes the sitting president, he will have the ability to edit or revoke these executive orders made by President Trump.\(^\text{46}\) The other available options would be for Congress to change or nullify these executive orders by passing a new bill, or for Congress to argue that President Trump did not have the authority from Congress or the Constitution to make them, if applicable.\(^\text{47}\)

If the Biden administration wishes to keep the remainder of the executive orders intact and simply address the aspects which are harmful for the environment, the president may choose for them to be amended rather than completely nullified. For this to be the case, Congress would have to pass a new bill that alters the executive orders to the effect that big polluters would not be able to avoid environmental reviews, certain industries would not be included in the waiving of reviews, or a bill similar in nature. However, success here could be very dependent on whether or not Democrats have control of the House of Representatives and the Senate, as control of the House and Senate can play a great role in passing Biden’s agenda.\(^\text{48}\) If the Democrats do not have control of both the House and the Senate, then Biden may choose instead to use his role as sitting president to create an entirely new executive order overriding the previous ones.
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As for the COVID-19 federal programs that have adverse effects on the environment, there are several different methods that the Biden administration could utilize to eliminate the environmental concerns while still maintaining any economic integrity of the programs. For any programs that might still be active by the time the Biden administration takes over, Congress can create a bill amending them to remove the environmental concerns. This could be done by simply prohibiting certain sectors from accessing the emergency relief granted by the current programs. By eliminating or at least conditioning assistance for fossil fuel companies and eliminating bonds of big polluters, the administration could greatly reduce the long-term environmental risks of current COVID-19 relief programs. As with amending the executive orders, control of the House and Senate could play a role in how this turns out. As mentioned earlier, many of the programs, including the Main Street Lending Program, have expired on their own. Notwithstanding any possibility that Congress could retroactively apply conditions to the bond buyback program and tax benefits already received, the Biden administration can make sure that the next bailout package does not contain the same environmentally detrimental aspects. Policymakers can both create a new relief package with
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different lending tactics and tax benefits and condition emergency support so that relief is limited to certain industries, specific functions, companies without government support, etc.\textsuperscript{55}

Specifically, Congress can exclude any further assistance from federal relief programs to fossil fuel companies, as well as other big polluters.\textsuperscript{56} This would prevent oil and gas companies from being bolstered by the federal government and from sliding past necessary measures meant to prevent big polluters from using an environmentally-lenient government to begin long-term infrastructure projects with adverse effects on both the environment and specific communities.\textsuperscript{57} Additionally, it would make more relief readily available to assist the small businesses and individuals who most need financial assistance to survive the pandemic, as well as to clean energy workers.\textsuperscript{58}

\textbf{IV. Conclusion}

The Biden administration is entering the White House at a time that is absolutely critical for saving the economy, as well as for saving the environment. It is crucial that the administration also consider the long-term effects that any policies made due to the national emergency could inadvertently have on the environment. Particularly, the administration must look into the executive orders of President Trump regarding environmental reviews and infrastructure projects, as well as the aid of the current relief programs to see both how big polluters have benefitted from COVID-19 relief programs and how they can be prevented from these unfair advantages moving forward.
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